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The power of real debate is in the language and intellectual honesty of the 
debaters, alongside the engagement of spectators.  
 
The elimination round for the debate was conducted class wise on 3rd May, 

2017 wherein all the students of each class of grade VIII spoke for or 

against the topic “Money is the biggest motivator of people at the 

workplace”. 

The best three speakers were selected from each of the 12 sections of class 

VIII. These 36 students competed in the second elimination round and 16 

best speakers were selected for the final debate. 

On 24th May2017, these finalists participated in the “Annual Debate”. 

The topic for the debate was - “Intelligence depends on environmental 

factors, it is not inherited.” 

The programme began with the recitation of a few verses from the holy 

Quran by Fathima Zainab of VIII A12 followed by its translation by 

Naayla Sajid of class VIII A5.The Welcome speech was delivered by 

Manal Noushad of VIII A 4. 

Rules to be followed were enumerated to the participants. The teams were 

named as Team-A which spoke „for‟ the motion and Team-B which spoke 

„against ‟the motion. There were eight participants from each team. 

Participant from Team-A kick started the debate with her vibrant speech, 

followed by the next participant from Team-B, who spoke against the 

motion with great zest and enthusiasm. All the 16 participants exhibited 

great oratory skills. The speakers vociferously put across the points „for‟ 

and „against‟ the motion.  



  

Result declaration was a nail- biting moment for the participants as 

well as the audience. The judges appreciated and declared it as an 

excellent competition and expressed their great pleasure in witnessing 

the enormous potential of the students‟ debating skills. 

The team that spoke „for „the motion emerged as Winners and the team 

that spoke „against‟ the motion bagged the Runner-up position. 

Individual trophies were awarded to the best speakers and the best 

rebuttal. The results of the debate were as follows: 

1. First best speaker-Amikha Sameer of VIII A-3 (against the motion) 

2. Second best speaker-Samiya Khaja VIII A-1 (for the motion) 

3. Third best speakers-Jyothirmayi Rajeev of VIII A-4 (for the 

motion)and Khadija Ishaq of VIII A-7(against the motion) 

4. The best rebuttal position was given to Airen Mariam of VIII A-

3(for the motion) 

The programme came to an end with the vote of thanks proposed by 

Isra Ahsan of class VIII A 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


